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~ 7.2. Recommendations

' :.-.

1) Although the potential consequences of sea-level rise remain uncertain,
water level reconstructions for Kiribatifrom tide stations and from
intertidal corals suggest that the present situation is not one of immediate
crisis, but that there is time to undertake monitoring and research to
establish the rates of sea-level rise actually in, and relative to, Kiribati,
and the response of reef islands to water level changes.

2) There is a need to gather more basic environmental data, on vegetation,
sediments, soils, water quality and land use. This might form part of a
Natural Resources Survey of the entire country. The aerial photographic
coverage already available in Tarawa would provide a good starting point,
and mapping would require a minimum of technical expertise. Fieldwork,
however, would also be essential.

3) Systematic cross-island surveying is needed (along the lines of the profiles
presented in the case studies in this report). These surveys are important
because they indicateelevationsof features,and hence susceptibilityboth
to inundation under present sea-level conditions (Le.during storm
surges), and in the face of accelerated sea-level rise. These surveys need
to be undertaken by an environmental scientist, because they are
essentially environmental surveys, not geodetic or cadastral surveys.

4) A program of research needs to be undertaken into sediment production,
transport and deposition. Techniques should involve investigation of the
geological and geomorphological history of several islands, and regular
monitoring of beach/shoreline profiles (along the lines of the
twice-yearly surveys of Betio and Bairiki,but including areas remote
from human disturbance and causeways) to gauge natural processes of
accretion and erosion.

5) Vulnerabilityanalysis needs to be combined with coastal zone mapping. In
view of the inevitable shortage of resources in the Environment Section of
the Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources Development, coastal
zone mapping should probably be undertaken as a part of the broader land
resources study suggested above. Coastal types should be determined ina
manner somewhat similar to that attempted for Buota in the case study
below (see Figure 20).This should then allow determination of a
vulnerability index as has been attempted for Suota (see Figure 21). This
vulnerability indexing of the coast is intended as a planning and
managementtool for the present coast,to regulatebuilding setback
distances from the high watermark, or to demarcate certain beaches from
which no sediment should be collected, or to protect a stretch of coastal
vegetation. This would also then serve to indicate vulnerability to ASLR.

6)The collection of reef rock from areas of the reef flat is to be strongly
discouraged, and in areas close to settlements it should beprohibited.
Similarly collection of sand and shingle from beaches should be prevented,
particularly from beaches whose protective role is especially needed.
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Plate 1 Aerial Views of reef islands,Tarawa, and babai pits on Maiana.

A} Long, linear reef island, Tarawa. Clearly the cost of protection of both shores will

be high compared to the total area protected. B} Buota, the lagoonward shore is

fringed by a dense stand of mangroves. C} Babai pit in village, Maiana. D} Babai pit

excavatedto the water table, Maiana.
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1. Boundary Condition Delineation

The initial step in the Common Methodology involves the delineation of case stud~

and specification of accelerated sea-level rise (ASLR) boundary conditions.

1.1 Study area

It is important that any study of vulnerability of Kiribati to ASLR involves the entire
nation. beCause no part of the nation can be regarded as being of suffICient elevation. or bein
enough from the influence of the sea to be immune from impact should the sea rise at the me
extreme rates that have been projected,

f In order to develop the methodology a number of case study areas will be identified
studied in greater detail. These include:

..
a) The island of Betio, South Tarawa, a densely populated. urbanised island
b) The island of Buota. South Tarawa. an island undergoing a rapid population incre
c) The island of Buariki, North Tarawa
d) The out-lying atoll of Maiana
e) The reef-top island (table reef) of Kuria
f) Kiritimati in the Une Islands
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Figure 1, Location of Kiribati in the central Pacific
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It is important, however, to stress that the characteristics of many of the more remote
of the islands in Kiribati are poorly known, and detailed coastal zone mapping, preferably as a

partofamajornaturalresourcesstudy,is required.Thepreliminarydataavailableindicate
considerable differences between islands, even neighbouring islands which might appear similar
can be dominated by different processes of sediment production and transport, and hence respon;
differently to the same forces.

Vulnerability assessment of each of the islands of Kiribati will be necessary to
adequately assess the overall vulnerability profile of the country.

1.2. Sea-level rise

There have been a series of predictions which indicate that global warming (the
greenhouse effect) will result in sea-level rise, and that this will accelerate with the
accumulation of greenhouse gases (principally carbon dioxide, but also methane, nitrous oxide
and chlorofluorocarbons) in the atmosphere. Analysis of tide gauge records suggests current
global rates of sea-level rise in the order of 1.0-1.5mm/yr (Gornitz et aI., 1982; Barnett,
1983, 1984; Warwick and Oerlemans, 1990). The principle reasons for sea-level rise appear
to be thermal expansion of the oceans, combined with melting of grounded ice, principally from
glaciers (Warwick and Oerlemans, 1990). Ice-melt from the major Antarctic ice-cap appears
unlikely to occur until a considerable time has elapsed but could result in sea level many metres
higher than present in some hundreds of years time.

The first widely used predictions of sea-level rise were those made by Hoffman (Barth
and Titus, 1984). These contain a number of different scenarios (conservative, mid-low,
mid-high and high) and suggest that the rate of sea-level rise will accelerate. Hoffman projected
a riseof 4.8 cm (conservative)to 17.1 em(high)by theyear 2000; 23.8 em (conservative)
to 116.7 cm (high) by the year 2050; and 56.2 em (conservative) to 345.0 cm (high) by the
year 2100. It should be notedthat Hoffmanconsideredthat neitherthe moreconservativenor
the high of these scenarios particularly likely, and preferred the mid-range scenarios. More
recent predictions have tended to favour the more modest predictions (Commonwealth
Secretariat, 1989). Oerlemans (1989) suggests a rise of 33 cm by the year 2050, although
recognising a substantial error margin on this estimate. In a recent attempt to extract ongoing
isostatic deformation from tidal records, Peltier and Tushingham (1989) suggest that there is a
recognisable sea-level rise trend of 2.4 :!:0.9 mm/yr, this implies a sea 9-20 cm higher than
present in 2050.

While these predictions are considered to be global, it is important to emphasise that
there are regional differences already clearly discernible in the present analysis of tide gauges.
and to be expected in the response to future sea-level rise (Warwick and Oerlemans, 1990).
The records from tide gauges are spatially clumped and do not give reliable global coverage
(Pirrazoli, 1986). Coastlines are not geophysically stable. many are tectonically active and
undergoing gradual movement, others may still be undergoing some isostatic adjustment. It is
extremely difficult, given all the factors which account for the regular variability of tide
records, to extract this longer-term trend from the data (Belperio, 1989; Bryant, 1988).

The accelerated sea-level rise scenarios adopted in this report (30 cm higher by the
year 2100 (ASLR1) and 100 cm higher by the year 2100 (ASLR2)) are those recommended fe
the Common Methodology. They correspond to the low and high estimate for the
Business-as-Usual scenario proposed by the IPCC Scientific Assessment. The most probable
pattern of future sea-level change, on a global scale, lies somewhere between these two
alternatives.

1.2.1 Sea-level rise in Kiribati

There have been several studies of the impact of sea-level rise in Kiribati (Lewis,
1988; Nunn, 1988; McLean, 1989; Sullivan and Gibson, 1991). The study by McLean (1989)
is the most detailed. It was undertaken for the Commonwealth Secretariat, and was intendec
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Figure2. Locationof islands and islandgroups in Kiribati
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loOkat the effectof sea-levelrisesof 50 em and 150emby the year 2030. It should be noted
that thesescenariosare much faster than generallypredictedand considerablygreater than the
scenariofavouredbytheCommonwealthSecretariatin theirownreport(1989).

McLean(1989)has highlightedseveral importantreservationson the adoptionof any
scenariofor future sea-levelrise. Firstly,the scenariosare merelypossibleoutcomes and not
reliablepredictions.Secondly,there has beena tendencyfor downwardrevisionof the more
extremescenarios.Thirdly,the contributionof thosefactors which result in sea-level risehas
notbeenstudiedin sufficientdetail to refine the predictions.Fourthly,there has been much
regionalvariationin the patternof past sea-levelchanges,andthis regionalvariability is
likelyto continuein the future. In additionit needsto be rememberedthat sea-level changewill
notcease at the end of the time-slicefor which implicationsarebeing considered,but that it is
likelyto continue,and maycontinueto accelerate(at leastuntil the impactof efforts to reduce
emissionscan be felt).

It is particularlyinterestingto examinethe recentrecordof sea-levelchange fromthe
Pacific.This has been examinedin detail by McLean(1989),and is reviewedhere. The
synthesisof the globalpatternof sea-levelchangeas indicatedby tide gauges has beenexaminee
by Gornitzet aI., (1982)and Gornitzand Lebedeff(1987).This data set, sumrnarisedin Figure
3 indicatesthat globallythere hasbeen a risingtrend in sea levelover the last centuryat an
averagerateof 1.0-1.2mm/yr.This trend howeveris not apparentin the summaryof data
fromthe PacificIslands.The Pacific Islanddata showinterannualvariationover a rangegreater
thanthatcoveredby the rise for globalstations.The aggregatedPacific Islanddata indicatea rise
of only0.1mm/yr,which can actuallybe brokenintoa risingtrend up until 1931, and a
gradualoverallfall since 1932. In a subsequentrevisionof the interpretationGomitz (1990)
againdemonstratesthat the Pacificislandsas a wholeshowonly a slight, or no, sea-levelrise.
Sea-leveltrends in the Pacifichavealsobeenreviewedby Wyrtki (1990).Wyrtki identifies
severallocationsat whichthere is an identifiablesea-levelriseof 1.5-1.6mm/yr (i.e.
Honoluluand pago Pago).However,he emphasisesthe importanceof differentialsubsidenceof
islands,pointingout that the recordsfrom Hilo(Hawaii)showan averagesea-levelriseof 3.8
mm/yr,but that the differencebetweentheseand thosefrom Honolulucan be directly attributed
to thecontinuedrapidsubsidenceof the mainislandof Hawaii.The questionof subsidencein
Kiribatiis reviewedbelow.

PACIFIC ISLANDS

-1J.0

1880 1900 1920 1940 1960 1980 1880 1900 1920 1940 1960 1980

Figure 3. Global and Pacific Islands sea-level curves for the last 100 years. Heavy lines best
fit for entire record, light lines for intervals 1880-1931 and 1932-1980. The global
curve is based on over 200 stations; the Pacific Islands curve is based on 6 stations
(afterGornitzand Lebedeff,1987).
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Table 1. Boundary conditions related to accelerated sea-level rIse

(ASLR) scenarios

Boundary conditions

Accelerated sea-level rise

ASLR1 ASLR2

sea-level increase by 2100

average rate of change 1990-2030

average rate of change 2030-2070

average rate of change 2070-2100

maximumrate ofchange

estimated rate of subsidence

relativesea-level increase by 2100

subsidence-corrected maximumrate

of change

300 mm

3.3 mm/yr

3.3 mm/yr

3.5 mm/yr

3.5 mm/yr

0.1-0.2 mm/yr

290 mm

1000 mm

5.8 mm/yr

10.5 mm/yr

13.0 mm/yr

15.0 mm/yr

0.1-0.2 mm/yr

990 mm

3.3 mm/yr 14.8 mm/yr

Four tide gauges are presentlybeingoperated in Kiribatiby the Universityof Hawaii:
Tarawa,Kanton,Fanningand Kiritimati;that at Kantongoes back to 1949,whilethat at
Kiritimatigoes back to 1956(Wyrtki,1990). Figure4 shows data on mean sea levelforthe
last 15years (afterMcLean,1989).Itis immediatelyapparent that there are extremelylarge
fluctuationsin mean sea levelfromyear to year, and even fromseason to season. Itis difficultto
distinguishany overalltrend or greenhouse-relatedchange in the record.

Alltide stations in Kiribatishow a strong seasonal cycle in water level of the order of
10-20 cm related to the location and strength of the trade wind system (Wrytki, 1974;

McLean, 1989). There is also a strong cyclic fluctuation in water level related to the EI Nit'\o
Southern Oscillation phenomenon, with the movement of a large volume of surface water from
one side of the Pacific Ocean to the other. The factors which give rise to this EI Nif'io effect are
summarised by McLean (1989). This effect is particularly pronounced and it can be seen from
Figure 4 that the monthly mean sea level was up to 28 cm above the long term mean in late
1982, but up to 21 cm below the long term mean in late 1983. These means represent the level
around which monthly tides fluctuate, and indicate that the islands of Kiribati are naturally
subject to short phases of uncharacteristicallyhigh and low mean water levels.

Tide gaugesare expensiveto run, and also requirea lengthof recordof 15-20years
beforethey can be reliablyused to determinetrends in meansea level. On the other hand the
levelof the sea represents a criticalconstraintupon the developmentof manyaspects of the
reefsand reef islands. It limits,forinstance, the height to whichcorals can grow. Individual
corals cannot grow abovea levelatwhich they are exposed too frequently,a limitto coral
growth which lies close to lowspringtide level.Several intertidalmassive corals (particularly
of thegenus Porites)adopta flat-toppedform, livingonly aroundthe peripherywhenthey
reach this level. These are termed microatolls; they commence growth as hemispherical corals
butwhen they reachthe limit to coral growth theydie on their uppersurfaceand continueto
grow laterally. Their upper surface thus contains a record of past water level fluctuations.
Analysisof the recordfrommicroatollsfrom severalatolls in the Pacificand IndianOceans
indicates that those atolls have undergone negligible overall change in water levelforthe last
20-30years, and that most havein fact seen fluctuationsoften incorporatinga slight fall of sea
levelof several centimetresover the last decade(Woodroffe, 1989a; McLean, 1989; Woodroffe

~,. --
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Figure4. Monthly mean sea-level at fourtidal stationsin Kiribati,1974-19
suppliedby Dr. KlausWyrtki, Departmentof Oceanography, Univers
Vertical scales are notrelatedto a datum (after McLean, 1989).



and McLean, 1990). Corals from several islands in Kiribati have nowbeen collected as a part 0'
r program of research, and although these have yet to be analysed in detail and do show

~~ctuationsin the water level which limits coral growth, they do not show evidence of a rapidly
rising sea-level trend.

There seems to be reasonable evidence that sea level is nor, at this stage, rising at thl

rate of 1.0-2.0 mm/yr(Le.the globalaveragerate)with respectto someof the principal
islands of Kiribati. There must, therefore, be some doubt about the rate at which the sea will
rise in the future.

1.3. subsidence

The geological evolution of coral atolls, with particular reference to those of Kiribati,
has been reviewed by McLean (1989) and is summarised below. It is generally accepted that
atolls, especially those in linear chains of islands such as the Gilbert Islands, have formed upon
gradually subsiding volcanic basements.

There is no information on the age of the linear chain of Gilbert atolls to confirm this

general modelof geologicaldevelopment.However,shallowbores for waterdo indicatethe
near-surface stratigraphy of limestones beneath Tarawa atoll (Marshall and Jacobson, 1985).
A solutional unconformity was found at a depth of between 11-17 m below ground level. This
surface is interpreted, on the basis of radiometric dating, as the surface of tlie atoll during the
last interglacial (c 120,000 years ago), that is the last time that the sea was at a level close to
present prior to the last glacial. There is some dispute as to the maximum height of the sea at
theat time, but it is generally considered to be 0-6 m above present. The depth of the
discontinuity on Tarawa is broadly similar to that on other atolls (i.e. Eniwetok, Szabo et aI.,
1985; Cocos (Keeling) Islands, Woodroffe et aI., 1991), and if this is explained primarily by
subsidence rather than by solution, then it suggests a subsidence rate of 0.1-0.2 mm/yr. This
rate canprobablybe ex1rapo!atedto the majorityof islandsin Kiribati,althoughour
preliminary observations on Kiritimati suggest that this may be subsiding more slowly if at all.

The rate of subsidence is imperceptibly slow. Nevertheless it is interesting to note that
the estimated rate of subsidence is of almost exactly the same order of magnitude as the
observable trends in sea-level rise indicated by tidal records or corals from Kiribati.,.

;

1.4. Otherclimaticchangeundergreenhouseconditions

There is little information as to what other changes might be expected as a result of the
greenhouse effect. It seems probable that air and sea-surface temperatures would increase. On
the other hand, the temperatures are already close to 30° C for much of the time, and Wyrtki
(1990) suggeststhat disproportionateincreasesin evaporation,cloudinessand precipitationat
these temperatures are likely to partially offset any tendency for the temperature to increase.

Increased sea-surface temperatures could have two consequences. Firstly, water
temperatures of around 3-4° C above ambient for prolonged periods can lead to coral 'bleaching'
and mortality (Jokiel and Coles, 1990; Williams and Bunkley-Williams, 1990). Healthy coral
reefs are vitally important for the ecological well-being of atoll communities, for the protection
that reefs afford, and for the production of sediment. It is beyond the scope of this study to
examine the likelihood and consequences of increased coral bleaching.

Secondly, increased sea-surface temperatures have been generally supposed to lead t
increased frequency and intensity of tropical cyclones (hurricanes). Cyclones are presently
eX1remelyrare in Kiribati, because within 5° latitude of the equator there is lack of cyclonic
vorticity or background rotation necessary for cyclone formation. McLean has reviewed the
factors which control cyclone formation in the Pacific and suggests that it is improbable that
cyclone formation will increase in Kiribati under greenhouse conditions (McLean, 1989).
Given the large degree of uncertainty, it seems inappropriate at this stage to incorporate any
further factors related to climate change into the vulnerability assessment for Kiribati.
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Table 2. land, reef and lagoon areas, Gilbert Islands (after Mclean, 1989).

Land & Reef Lagoon Area
Island Land Reef Land & Lagoon Total Land area as Land Area as area as % as % of

Reef Area % of land and % of total of total total reef
reef area reef to reef to to

Makin 7.89 5.97 13.86 0.34 14.20 57 56 98 2
Butaritari 13.49 87.61 101.11 295.77 396.87 13 40 25 75
Marakei 14.13 13.31 27.44 17.85 45.29 51 31 61 39
Abaiang 17.48 74.20 91.68 182.15 273.83 II

19 6 33 67 "I

Tarawa 31.02 129.03 160.05 329.65 489.70 19 6 33 67
Maiana 16.72 84.72 101.44 73.95 . 175.39 1 6 10 58 42
Abemama 27.37 67.86 115.25 152.49 247.72 24 1 1 47 53
Kuria 15.48 13.02 28.50 - 28.50 54 54 100
Aranuka 11.6.1 22.25 33.86 35.86 69.72 34 17 49 51
Nonouti 19.85 118.14 137.99 351.69 489.68 14 4 28 72
Tabiteuea 37.63 172.53 210.16 359.20 569.36 18 7 37 63
Beru 17.65 33.98 51.63 2.88 54.51 34 32 95 5
Nikunau 19.08 7.08 26.16 - 26.16 73 73 100
Onotoa 15.62 21.56 37.18 75.38 112.56 42 14 33 67
Tamana 4.73 1.68 6.41 - 6.41 74 74 100
Arorae 9.48 0.98 10.46 - 10.46 . 91 91 1001

Total 279.23 843.92 1133.15 1877.21 3010.36



2. Inventory of study area characterisitcs

2.1. Physical characteristics

The extent to which data is available on the physical characteristics of islands differs

from islandto island. For noneof the islandsof Kiribati is the data inventorisedin a form which
is adequate for detailed vulnerability analysis. The best account of environmental factors is that
rontained within the forthcoming report to UNCED (National Task Force, 1992). This report,
however, does not report upon areas, or lengths, of particular coastal types or communities.

The broad details of land area, reef area and lagoonal area for the Gilbert Islands are

outlined in Table 2. The principal sources for determination of the susceptibility of coastal areas
are the existing maps and aerial photographs. Detailed topographic maps prepared by the
Directorate of Overseas Survey in the 1970s, based on photogrammetric interpretation of aerial
photography undertaken in 1945 by the U.S. Navy and in 1969 by the Department of Lands,
Mines and Surveys, Fiji, are a valuable source of information and are listed in Table 3. Outlines
of the Gilbert Islands compiled from those maps are shown in Figure 5. The maps have been used
to compile data on area, perimeter, maximum length and maximum width of individual reef
islands (see Appendix).

A still more valuable source of information are the aerial photographs. The Department
of Lands holds aerial photography from 1945, 1969, and photography taken of the Gilbert
Islands andsomeof the Lineand PhoenixIslandsin 1984.The aerialphotographycouldform the
basis of either a detailedCoastalZone MappingProgram,or a NaturalResourcesSurveyof the
rountry, similar to the Land Resources Survey recently completed for Tuvalu (McLean and
Hosking, 1991 a). The availability of aerial photography taken at different times over the last
40-50 years makes it feasible to map shoreline changes.

In addition it would be possible to acquire SPOT satellite imagery, as the satellite can
be programmed to record imagery on a particular overpass. While such imagery would
undoubtedly be useful as part of a full Natural Resources Survey, the spatial resolution of pixels
on the ground (c 30 m with SPOT) is not sufficient to adequtely assist with coastal zone mapping.

Elevation data are crucial in assessing vulnerability to ASLR. This is generally scarce.
Benchmarks for South Tarawa (and some on Kiritimati) have been reduced to mean sea level, but
survey marks on other islandsaregenerallynotwell controlledfor elevation.

2.1.1.Geological development of reef islands on coral atolls

Mid-oceanic coral atolls have evolved as a result of a delicate balance between the

constructional and destructional forces of the sea, being composed of skeletal sands derived from
corals, algae, molluscs and other organisms, and isolated in the middle of vast oceans subject to
occasional extremely rough seas. Recent geological research has generally substantiated the
subsidence theory of coral atoll evolution proposed by Charles Darwin (Braithwaite, 1982).
Darwin (1842)recognisedthreetypesof coral reefs, fringingreefs,barrier reefs,andcoral
atolls, and he suggestedthat theseevolvedthrougha sequencein whichthe drivingforce was
gradual subsidenceof thevolcanicbasementon whichthe reefswerefounded.As thevolcanic
island subsided,the reef grewverticallyby the accumulationof coral (andassociated
carbonates). The Darwinian sequence of coral atoll development has been incorporated into plate
tectonic theory, and much of the subsidence can be explained in association with the aging and
contraction of the ocean floor with tangential movement of the plate (Scott and Rotondo, 1983).
Atolls in the Pacificare oftenfound in linearchains,severalof which(i.e. the HawaiianIslands)
demonstrate stagesin the Darwiniansequencealong their length (Figure 6). Reef growth,

however, has not been continuous, but has been interrupted by fluctuations of sea level during
the Quaternary (the Ice Ages); atolls being exposed above the sea and eroded during glaciations,



,
~. ' th reef growth re-establishing over the surface during interglacials.~ WI

? Whensea level was highan atoll perhapssomewhatsimilar to thatpresently found,
r, 'Id have existedwhere there are atonstoday.Whensea level was low, that atollwas exposed
~. ~o~o 100m above the sea as an emergent limestone island, and it underwent solution giving rise: :; highly eroded kars~surface (Figure 7). During the 100,000 yea~s or so that it has taken
~ tor the sea to return to Its present level, the atoll has gradually subsided so that the former
f (last interglacial) surface is about 10-20m below present sea level beneath the present atoll.
~ Theupper10-15m of limestonehas formedasa resultof reef grow1hover the last few
k thousands of years.
Jt'.
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Thereis still somedoubtover the exacttiming of ice melt, particularly from
Antarctica, but most post-glacial melting is thought to have finished by 6000 years ago (Nakada

. andLambeCk,1988).Coastlineshave,however,adjustedsince that time, both to regional ice
Ji: and water loads (as well as undergoing tectonic movements where tectonically active).
~ Consequently the apparent sea-level history at any point depends upon those lithospheric
!: adjustmentsas well as global (eustatic)sea-levelhistory(Clarket aI., 1978;Nakadaand
f Lambeck, 1988).
i?'
~

5r There is considerable evidence that the sea stood 1-2 m above its present Jevel with
respect to many of the coral atolls of the Pacific and Indian Oceans about 4000-3000 years ago
and that in the last few thousandyears it has fallenrelativeto those islands.Cementedcoral
conglomerates on the reef flats and islands of atolls and above the present limit to coral growth
have beenradiometricallydated on many islands(Newelland Bloom, 1970; Tracey and Ladd,
1974 ; Buddemeieret aI., 1975;PirrazoliandMontaggioni,1986, 1988;Woodroffem.al.,
1990a), including Kiribati and Tuvalu (Schofield, 1977a, 1977b).

There is a good radiometrically dated record of the patlern of reef grow1h for Tarawa,
which is summarised by McLean (1989). Subsurface dating of reef grow1hcan be projected to
demonstrate that the sea must have been at its present level after the postglacial rise at least
4500 years B.P. (before present). Schofield (1977a, 1977b) has radiocarbon-dated reef-top
corals, giant clams (Tridacna) and onshore sediments to indicate that the sea was about 2 m
above its present level around 4000 years B.P.. Such an interpretation was not widely accepted
when first proposed,and the elevationby whichthe seaexceededthat of the present is now
usually regarded as less than 2 m, but there is now widespread evidence from throughout
Kiribati to substantiate that many of the reef-surface deposits were formed at a time when the
sea was higher than present.

Our own observations, and unpublished dating results, from Kiritimati support a sea
level 0.5-1.0 m abovepresentabout3000yearsago (seePlates2d, 3a and3b). Evidencefor
emergentreefshas beenreportedfromKiritimati(Valencia,1977), Kanton (Guinther, 1978),
and radiocarbon dates of 2150-2650 yearsB,P.havebeenreportedfrom Enderbury,up to
2800 years B.P. from Jarvis, and 3500-3950 years B.P. from Malden and Starbuck (Tracey,
1972).

Based on these data a three stage model (Figure 8) can be proposed for the evolution of
ail islands (except Banaba) in Kiribati (McLean, 1989); a similar three stage model for atoll
reef and reef island evolution has been proposed for Indian Ocean atolls (Woodroffe et aI.,
1990b). The first phase from about 8000 to 6000 years B.P. was a phase of rapid vertical reef
growth as the reefs strived to 'catch-up' with a rapidly rising sea level. The second phase from
about 6000 to 3500years B.P.was a phaseof reef flat formationas reefscaught up with sea
level andconsolidated.The third phase,perhapsstartingaround3500 yearsago andcontinuing
to the present was a phase of reef island formation.

What is clearly shown is that the islands are geologically very young in age, and that
although the processes of island erosion and accretion are continuing to this day, the basic form
of the islands has been preserved partly as a result of a net fall in sea level in the last2000
years (Schofield, 1977b). It is also likely that different reef platforms might be at different
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Figure6. Schematiccross section of an oceanic plate througha linearisland chain, showing
the progression of island and seamount types.

stages inthis three phase model. Furthermoreitwillbe shownbelowthat the dispositionof
conglomeratesnotonly has influencedthe locationof islands, but continues to formone of the
moreresilientelements of modern islandgeomorphologyand decrease the vulnerabilityof par
of modernislands both to present ongoingphases of erosion and to anticipatedsea-level rise.

It is importantto emphasise, however,that the beaches of reef islands differinone
criticalrespect frombeaches on non-carbonate terrestrialsettings, and that is that the
sedimentis continuingto be produced. The sediments are composed entirelyof biogenicgrail
skeletalorigin,the principalcomponents beingcoral,molluscs,foraminifera,calcareous algae
such as Halimeda,and corallinealgae. These organismscontinueto be abundant throughout
atollsand they thus continueto contributesediment.

2.1.2. Coastal types

The coastal types outlinedin the IPCCCommonMethodologyare notdetailedeno
adequatelyresolve the variabilitywhichis to be expected inshorelineresponse to accelerate
sea-levelrise on islands in Kiribati.Differentcoastal types maybe expected to show a wide
rangeof responses fromrapidsediment accretionto extreme erosion.A more detailedsuite
coastal types needs to be definedas part of coastal zone mapping,and is one of the objecti\
the vulnerabilitymappingadvocated by this study.

Withinthe IPCCCommonMethodologythe entirecoastlineof Kiribatiwouldbe
identifiedas coral reef. Individualreef islands wouldcontainonlyflatsandy or flatmuddy
(mangrove)shorelines. Inpractise there are a range of shorelinetypes differingparticularly
indegree of lithificationand hence vulnerability.

There are a numberof features which need to be taken into account in describing
mappingindividualislandsin Kiribatibecause the precise impactwillnot be dependent siml
uponisland size, but on several other factors too.The most importantare listedbelow:

a) type of island (atolL'reef-top island (table reef), etc.
b) island shape and size
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c) island perimeter
d) reef width, shape and orientation
e) island elevation
f) island sediment
g) sediment lithification
h) beach slope and beach ridge crest height
i) coastal vegetation
j) shoreline dynamics
k) land use
I) natural coastal protection (conglomerate outcrops, mangroves etc.)
m) artificial coastal protection

,.

A example of an appproach that could be adopted is given for the individual case study
of the island of Buota (Figure 20 and 21).

Three coastal types which are especially important are conglomerate platforms,
conglomerate ramps, and beachrock. Conglomerates composed of cemented coral boulders are a
feature of many atolls. Their origin has been the subject of some controversy; in some cases they
appear to have been deposited at a sea level above present, whereas in others they are considered
to be formedfrom stormdeposits.Ourpreliminaryresearchinto the formand distributionof
these conglomerate platforms indicates the they vary from atoll to atoll. They tend to be most
conspicuous and and most lithified on the oceanward shore of islands, only in a few cases
eX1endingthrough to the lagoon shore.

Beachrock is a rapidly cemented deposit which stabilises the lower beach. It can form
rapidly as is shown by the inclusion of relicts from World War II in beachrock on Tarawa.
Beachrock increases the stability of the beach, though the conditions necessary for its formation
are still the subject of debate. Initially it was interpreted as the result of mixing of fresh water
and marine waters at the island margin where outflow of water from the lens would be expected
(Russell, 1962). More recently this has been questioned because outflow does not appear
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~
~ necessary,and chemicalchangeswithinthewater table,especiallycarbondioxidedegassingare
~ believedto be involved(Hanor,1978).
f"

2.1.3.Tidal levels, climate and freshwaterresources of islands

Tidal levels are reported relative to chart datum, Mean sea level is 0.95 m above chart
datum, Average tidal range is 1,2 m. The maximum recorded levels (by 1976) were -0.3 m and
+2.45 m. Meanlow water spring(MLWS)is 0,1 m, MLWN0.7 m, MHWN1.2 m, MHWS1.8 m
(Hydraulics Research Station),

Kiribati lies on a steepclimaticgradientin the Pacific (Burgess,1987).Mean annual
rainfall (Figure9) decreasesfroman averageof 3167mm at Butaritarito 882 mmon
KiritimatL In addition to this pronounced geographical gradient, there are marked fluctuations
from yearto year (Figure 10).This is particularlyshownfor Kiritimatiwhich received240
mm in 1985 and 3730 mm in 1987, a fifteen-fold difference!

On small islands the freshwater lens is an important resource, both as a source of
potable water and water for irrigation and it is directly dependent upon precipitation. Water
quality can be impaired either by intrusion of salt water into the aquifer or by contamination of
the lens from sewage, storm runoff, fertilisers, pesticides, industrial effluents and other
contaminants.

Small islands composedof limestone or unconsolidated calcareous sediments represent
a porous medium through which groundwater permeates. The first approximation of the
freshwater lens of a small island is provided by the Ghyben-Herzberg principle (Ayers and
Vacher, 1986). This relationship is based on density differences between rainwater and
seawater; the lower density freshwater (specific gravity 1) floats on the underlying salt water
(specific gravity 1.025).

The elevation, or doming, of the freshwater lens above mean sea level is a fortieth of
the depth of the lens beneath mean sea level according to the Ghyben-Herzberg principle, which
assumes a homogeneous substrate, uniformly recharged, and without variations of the sea
surface to mix waters, However, on small islands where outflow is not likely to be large. the
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Table3. Details of IndlvlduallsJands (Department of Lands)

Orthophoto Maps Dyellne Maps
Scale No. of sheets Scale N

Makin 1:25,000 1 1:50,000 1
Butaritari 1:25,000 3 1:50,000 1
Marakei 1:12,500 1 1:25,000 1
Abaiang 1:25,000 3 1:50,000 1
Tarawa 1:25,000 3 1:74,000 1

1:50,000 1
SouthTarawa -- -- 1:2,500 18
Maiana 1:25,000 1 1:25,000 1
Abemama 1:25,000 2 1:500,000 1
Kuria 1:25,000 1 1:10,000 1
Aranuka 1:25,000 1 1:10,000 2
Nonouti 1:25,000 2 1:500,000 1
Tabiteuea 1:25,000 4 1:500,000 2
Beru 1:25,000 1 1:400.000 1
Nikunau 1:25,000 1 1:100,000 1
Onotoa 1:25,000 1 1:500,000 1
Tamana 1:25,000 1 1:5,000 1
Arorae 1:25,000 1 1:5,000 1
Kiritimati 1:50,000 1 1:50,000 1
Kanton -- -- 1:25,000 1
Fanning -- -- 1:48,690 1

1:20,000 1
Banaba -- -- 1:25,000 1
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Figure 10. Annual rainfall for islands in the Gilbert Island chain, 1979-1988, showing the
marked interannual variability (after Ward and Monsell-Davis, 1990).

ideal Ghyber'l-Herzberg lens is not found and there is a thick brackish transition zone (Falkland
and Brunei, 1989). Several studies, including those on Kiribati, have suggested that the 1:40
ratio of fresh water above to that below mean sea level does not apply in practice, but that the
ratio is nearer to 1 :20 - 1 :25 (Lloyd Wi., 1980).

Recently the assumptions of horizontal flow, and horizontal tidal propagation have been
questioned and it has been suggested that the freshwater lens is actually vertically coupled with a
more permeable aquifer at depth rather than horizontally linked to open water (Buddemeier and
Holladay, 1977; Oberdorfer and Buddemeier, 1988). The older limestone (formed during the
last interglacial)foundat 10-15m depth on Tarawais considerablymoreporous than the
overlying younger limestones, and giyes rise to this suggestion of a dual aquifer (see Figure
11). .

Figure 12 shows the form of freshwater lens which can be as deep as 29m on Tarawa
(Marshall and Jacobson, 1985).The principle factors which effect the size of the freshwater
lens are island width, rate of freshwater recharge, and porosity/permeability of the aquifer
(Mather, 1975). Tidal range can be important in that it influences the thickness of the
transition zone. The amount and type of vegetation on the island, as well as man-made
modifications to the surface of the island, influence the proportion of rainfall reaching the lens
as recharge.

Freshwater lenses only develop on islands that are large enough. Initial observations
suggested that the threshold size was 1.4 ha, or a width of 200m (Wiens, 1962). However
lenses are not foundbeneathall islandsof that widthand in someplaces300-400mmay be a
more realisticminimumwidth for a lens to develop (Le. in Kiribati,Cloud, 1952; Marshall
and Jacobson, 1985).

In Kiribati, the water resources of Tarawa and Kiritimati are the best known having

~en examinedin detail in recent surveys (Jacobson and Taylor, 1981; Falkland, 1983). The
sl~e of the lens in both of these cases varies considerably from year to year as a function of
rainfall (see also Guinther, 1974). This is especially influenced by the EI Nirio.
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, 2.2. Habitatsand species
1,)"

r Themost.authorativeov~rviewofthefloralandfaunalcompo~itionofcommunitiesin
~. K' 'bati is that compiled by the National Task Force (1992) for presentatIon at the UNCED
~ ,r, ling. The vegetation types which play an important role in coastal protection do not contain
~ rr'~~eendemicspecies. The majority of the area of most of the islands has been planted to cocom
~ a~'Ycepton Kiritimati, Wester, 1985), and there is very little of the natural forest vegetation
f (-;served on the islands (Moul, 1957).Nevertheless,importanttree speciesare still found,
~;. ~(j are the sources of materials for various traditional activites. Thaman (1990) has reviewedJ~adiliOnalagroforestry in Kiribat!,.and has identified many uses for the majority of plants
Ii ccmprising the coastal communities.
g
f
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The most importantcoastalhabitatscan be listedas follows:

a) Scaevolascrub
b) Mangroves,dominatedby Rhizophoramucronata
c) Pemphisscrub
d) mixedTournefortia(Messerschmidia,Argusia),Scaevolaand Guettardascrub
e) Seagrassflats
n Seaweedbeds,dominatedbytheintroduced,cultivatedEucheuma
g) Coconut woodland

a) Scaevola scrub

A densescrubof Scaevolasericea formsa fringearoundthe majorityof sandyreef
rslandsof Kiribatiand often mergeslandwardsinto inlandscrub (Moul,1957;Degenerand
Degener,1959; Doran, 1960;ClappandSibley,1971).It isparticularlyprominentalong
oceanwardshoresof reef islandswhere it characteristicallyforms a fringe 15-20m wide, up
to 4 mtall.Thiscoastal fringe is oftenbackedby coconutwoodland,and individualcoconuts
overhangthe Scaevolascrub. In manyplacesthe integrityof this coastalfringe hasbeen
rr,ooifiedeitheras a resultof clearingfor coconutplantation,the spreadof coastalsettlements,
or thehabitof allowingpigs to forageon thebeachface.

Scaevola is a relatively rapidly growing shrub. Characteristically the fleshy branches
of Scaevola. sometimes covered with the parasitic dodder, Cassytha, make the scrub penetrable
onty with difficulty. On many of the islands Scaevola scrub is monospecific. Elsewhere
iournefortiq, Pandanus and Guettarda emerge above the canopy. This scrub plays an important
raie in stabilising the beach crest and preventing wind and salt penetration inland.

b) Mangrove

Rhizophora mucronata is the most widespread mangrove in Kiribati. It forms extensive
fringes along the lagoonal shores, particularly the west-facing shores, of atolls. The trees
rarely reach 6 m tall, but their dense growth together with the interwoven prop root system
reaching 2 m from the ground makes the vegetation impenetrable (Woodroffe, 1988). The dense
stilt roots of this mangrove are important as sediment trappers, and particularly as sediment
bmders, and there is no doubt that the mangroves are important coastal protection and that there
IS evidencefor limitedshorelinerecessionwherethe mangroveshavebeen removed(see Plates
6c and 6d).

Betterdevelopedstandsof mangroveoccur in the wetter, northernmostatolls
(especiallyButaritari),where mangroves(Sonneratia)are foundon the seawardas well as
!agoonwardshores.BruQuierais also reportedfromthe northernGilbertIslands.Lumnitzera
~ is found throughout the Gilbert chain, but is not as important as Rhizophora, and its
frequentassociate,Pemphis,as a coastalprotection.

The proportionof the shorelineoccupiedby mangroveshasbeencalculatedfor the
outerGilbert Islandsand is given in theAppendix.




